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Industrial Health Survey of Mound Uboratory 
by Claude E. Davis ? 
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On February 19-21, 1963. the writer vfsited the Dayton Area Office and Mound 
Laboratory for the purpose of making an Industrial health survey. Radiation 
safety, including personnel exposure control, contamination control, and 
radioactive waste disposal were exainiiied. The medical program and industrial 
hygiene practices were also reviewed. 

Contacts 

Those persons contacted Include the following: 

W. 3. Creamer, Aree Manager, Dayton Araft Office 
E. A. Walker, Diyton Area Office 
B. V. Springer, Di^ton Area Office 
D. L. Scott, Manager, Mound Laboratory 
D. R. Storey, Hound Laboratory 
a. J. saagaa, M, D. , Mound Uboratory 
A. C. Noble, Mound Laboratory 
L. V. Jones, Mound Laboratory 
H. S. Meyer, Mound Laboratory 

Plttdings 

OreanlEation. The present work force at Mound Laboratory consists of 1,260 
Monsanto Research Corporation employees and 21 ABC employees. The Health 
Physics Section employs 93 persons Including supervision, monitoring and suwey 
personnel, bio-assay and personnel exposure meter rPl«y«*«»,*=^°!i?8 " ^ "'** 
clerical employees, and decontamination workers. The General Health Physics 
supervisor reports to the M«iager. Technical Support Department, who In turn 
reports directly to the Plant Manager. Medical, Industrial hygiene and 
sanitation programs are the responsiblUty of the Manager. Personnel and 
Security DepartmMit who also reporta directly to the Plant Manager. 
Responsibilities foj: health protection actlvitlea are well defined and 
management support of the health protection program is excellent. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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Action on Prevloua Recommendation. The last eurvey report recoumendsd that an 
effective system for the reduction of tritium emissions to the atmosphere 8lu>uld 
bo installed as expeditiously as possibli^. Action has been taken to effect the 
Installation of such a system and It is anticipated that the tritium stack 
recovery unit will be in operation by April I, 1963. Installation of the 
$50,000 system was complete at the time of this survey except for a few 
electrical connecciono and electronic parts. Leak testing and start up of 
operations are scheduled for the early part of March 1963. 

The tritium stack recovery system has a throughput capacity of 2,100 liters per 
hour on the basis of continuous operation and will exhaust to the B Building 
stack. It is basically similar to the system in use at the Savannah River Plant 
and also utlliees the same principle as the system at the Pinellas Plant. 
Sxhaust air will be collected from vacuum pumps and other tritium processing 
operations that are believ<ed to be responsible for about 90% of current tritium 
releases to the atmosphere. Due to the very large volume that would be 
involved, it is not practical to process all of the air that might contain very 
low level contamination. 

The manifold collection header will operate at a negative pressure of about two 
or three inches of water with respect to room atmospheric pressure. Any leiduige 
should therefore be into the system rather than out of it. Two compressors, 
either one of which can normally handle the full load, will pump contaminated 
air from the manifold header to a 1,500 gallon tan}' and maintain a pressure of 
20 to 30 psi in the tank. From there, air will flow through charcoal and 
aluminum oxide filters to remove all oil and other organic materials. It will 
then flow throtigh a Hopcallte bed, in a furnace, maintained at about 500° C. 
Hopcalite is an MSA development and consists of copper oxide and manganese oxide 
in a replaceable cartridge. The manganese oxide tends to activate the copper 
oxide and keep it more effective in the oxidation of tritium and other isotopes 
of hydrogen. 

The air containing tritium oxide will then pass through a set of General 
Dynamics Dryers (two in parallel). This Is a type of molecular sieve that is 
believed to be very effective. The air will next be routed to another set of 
ii»lecular sieve No. 5A dryers (two in parallel) made by Llnde Air Products 
Company. This second set of dryers will remove more moisture and act as a back 
up to the first set. The decontaminated air will then pass through an 
ionization chamber and on to the B Building exhitust stack, or if necessary it 
can be routed for rep0oeessing through the systirc soain. 

One dryer in each set can be regenerated while the other one la in use. The 
water, containing tritium, will be collected in a condenser during the 
regeneration cycle. Many safety and control devicBB have been built into titut 
system. These include an explosive mixture detector} flash back arrestors; 
pressure, temperature and flow rate control devices; and a rsdlation monitor for 
exhaust air. If the system operates as anticipated, a substantial reduction In 
tritium emission to tl^ atmosphere will be acM«'ved. 

(continued) 
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Radiation Safety. Each area where radioactive material la stored or procaaaed 
is plainly marked and considered an exclusion area. Special precautions era 
required for entry into an exclusion area depending upon the type and degree of 
hazard that may be encountered. Beta-gamma film badges are required for entry 
into any area where personnel may be exposed to measurable amounts of external 
radiation. Neutron film badges are issued to employees wtu> may be expotied to 
neutron radiation. Protective clothing and special protective equipment are 
required as necessary. 

Urinalyses are run on all employees who may be subjected to internal exposure 
from polonium, plutonlum, tritium or other radioactive materials. The frequency 
of routine bio-assays varies with the potential for exposure. Normally, 
employees who work in tritium or polonium areas are sampled weekly and employees 
who work in plutonitmi areas are ssmpled monthly. More frequent samples are 
obtained if circumstances indicate the need for them. 

Polonium, plutonlum and tritium are processed in hoods, glove boxes, or specially 
designed closed systems. The process equipment is operated remotely where this 
is practical. Airflow is carefully controlled, prote tive clothing la required, 
continuous air samples are taken and instrument surveys ore made routinely. An 
adequate supply of properly calibrated monitoring instruments for neutron, 
alpha, and beta gamma radiation is maintained at all times. Thirty new 
continuous alpha air monitors have recently been obtained and appear to be 
operating very satisfactorily. They are Victoreen Instruments, Model No. 804, 
with a derivative alarm module. These are believed to be the best instx-uments, 
for continuous alpha air monitoring, currently available on tlie market. 

Considering the very hazardous nature of radioactive materials processedl at 
Mound Laboratory and the exposure potential, personnel exposure experience was 
very satisfactory in 1962. One incident in the SM Building result.ad in internal 
radiation exposure to several employees. With this cocception, both extairnal and 
inte*nal radiation exposure control was excellent. 

Industrial Hygiene activities are conducted by the Chief Safety Engineex and his 
Jkssistant Safety Engineer. An additional position in this group has been 
approved and will be filled in the near future. This will permit closer 
surveillance of areas in which toxic materials such as beryllium, lead, nickel 
carbonyl, and epoxy resins are processed or used. Noise control and proper 
lighting are also surveyed by the safety engineer. 

In the beryllium processing facility, where beryllium nrntal la machined, 
continuous air samples are taken during operation of the facility. The samples 
are taken on a weekly basis with about eight cubic tietera of air per day being 
sampled. Results average |rom 0.1 to 0.2yug of ber];lllum per cubic meter of air 
with a maximum of l.Ojag/ir. Rmployeea are required to iraar protective clothing 
in the beryllitaa area and to wash their hands upon leaving. Machines azo 
equipped with local ventilation and thoroughly cleanuid dally. Floors and walls 
ar<> washed dowr periodically and no beryllium duat la allowed to accumulate on 
any surfu^e. 
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Test firing of Mound Detonator Fuse results in wirborn® lead contaraination 
within the MDF firing chamber. Results of air samples taken within tlia cliaraber 
hisve been positive, but adequate precautions are taken to prevent personnel 
exposure. The new test firing facility, which is now under constxructlon, will 
have an improved ventilation and air filtration capability over the old 
facility. No serious hazards are known to exist in this regard but the improved 
ventilation will be helpful. 

Nickel carbonyl is used In certain plating operations. This is a very toxic 
material with a recommended maximum permissible air concentration of one part 
per billion for an eight hour per day exposure. The plating operation is done 
within a double enclosure, under vacuum, and very strict precautioac^ are taken 
to assure that personnel exposure is as near zero as possible. Tie "Billion-
Aire" is used as on air monitoring instrument to detect nickel oarbonyl 
contamination. Its lowest range is from one to ten ppb and iz is considered 
reliable and accurate above four to six ppb. Normally it is set to alarm if a 
concentration in excess of five ppb is detected. It is recognized that this is 
above the continuous HA.C but no instrument with a lower sensitivity is known to 
exist. 

The processing of epoxy resins creates a potential dermatitis hasard. This is 
controlled by wearing rubber gloves and other protective apparel. Cleanliness 
is also stressed as a very important requirement in the epoxy resin area. 
Carbon-tetrachloride is not normally used at Mound Laboratory, and other 
hydrocarbons are used only with proper ventilation and under controlled 
conditions. 

Iftduatrial Medical Program. One physician is regularly employed on a part time 
basis. Arrangements have also been made with two other doctors for iMdlcal 
service in case cf eimargency or when, for any reason Dr. Reagan is not 
available. Both of these doctors have security clearance and are basically 
familiar with plant liazards. Arrangements ^ave been made with Medical 
Specialists in the area to set as consultants if the need for their services 
should arise. Two full time registered nurses are en^loyed and another nurse,, 
who is familiar with the medical program at Mound, is on call when needed. 

Sexvlces offered by the Medical Department conforai in gemtral to those required 
by ABC Manual Chapter 0528. These Include preplascBaent, periodic and separation 
physical examinations; dii^gnosls and treatment of occupational injury and 
disease; health counseling; and first aid or (anergency treatment for non
occupational injury or illness. A medical departaient statlSblcal report is 
prepared monthly. The latest srtrailable report indicates the following totals 
for the month of January 1963: 

(contixmed) 
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Nonindustrlnl health and accident visits 72i> 
Industrial accident visits ' 53 
Preplaceitient physical exams 34 
Employment physical exams 25 
Routine periodic physical exams 75 
Special physical examinations 52 
Termination physical examinations 2 
Total visits 966 
Average nuraber of daily visits 4J.9 
Averages number of employees 1,236 
Average number of visits per employee .78 

Periodic physical examinations cure given to all employees at appropriate 
intexvals, which range from six months to a maximum of two years. Medical facil
ities appear to be adequate, well equipped and well located. Staffing is 
minisial but observations im'lcate that all essential medical services are being 
performed promptly and efficlAntly. 

Industrial Waste Disposal. Liquid radioactive wastes from the polonium 
processing operation axe routed to a waste treatment plant in WD Building. 
Polonium and minor amounts of other radioactive materials are removed by a 
coprecipitation and adsorption process. Effluents frc^ this plant are coxobined 
with effluents from the sanitary sewage treatment plant at a ratio of about 
1 : 3 and released to the Miami River. A sumnary of process reports for the 
past three months indicates that effluents from WD Building, before dillution by 
a factor of three with sewage treatment plant effluents, hove been as follows: 

Novexaber December January 

Water Dlscjkarged (Gal.) 
Total alpha (HC) 
Total beta (MC) 
Average alpha (c/m/ml) 
Average beta (e/m/ml) 

Z.OW level liquid radioactive wastes from SM Building are processed In the wjiste 
treatment facility in that building. Effluents are released to an op«n ditch 
which carries the water to the Miami River. O^irationa^L difficulties have been 
sQcperlenced with this waste treatment facility, but with considerable effort it 
Itas been possible to hold effluents do«n to the MEC of 5.5 c/m/ml for Pu 23ti. A 
statistical report for SM Building waste effluent abauB the following: 

(continued) 

676,000 
15.14 
17.30 
6222 
7.09 

619,000 
7.88 

35,60 
3.53 
15.95 

618,400 
9.36 

21.77 
4.20 
9.77 
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Water Discharged 
(Gallon) 

8,260 
7,250 
7,580 
7,480 
1,800 
6,500 

Average Alpha 
(c/m/ml) 

4.2 
4,1 
5.5 
3.9 
4.9 
5.2 

August 
Septenber 
October 
November 
Deceiid>er 
January 

High level liquid wastes fruxo SH Building and all solid radioactive wastes are 
packaged in steel drums and transported to Oak Ridge for burial. Some minor 
contamination incidents have occurred from this source in the past but current 
experience is satisfactory. 

Plans are being formulated for the construction of a new waste disposal facility 
for the treatment of liquid wastes containing plutonlum and some other 
radioactive materials. Valuable Isotopes tjkat are now being sent to Oak Ridge 
for burial may be recovered when this facility is in operation. The 
incineration of dry combustible radioactive waste is also contemplated. In the 
past several years, the volume of contaminated waste sent to Oak Ridge has 
increased significantly and a further sharp Increase is anticipated for the 
future if effective action is not taken. It is also believed that exiating 
waste treatment facilities are taxed to capacity and will soon be inadequate to 
handle the Increasid load that can be foreseen. It is therefore daemed 
necessary that a new waste treatment facility be designed and constructed 
without delay. 

Concentrations of gaseous waste released from the stacks have been within 
raaxiwsD permissible limits and extensive environmental sdsipllng has indicated no 
significant off site contamination. However, very significant quantities of 
tritium continue to be released to the atmosphere. As previously stated, thdi 
new tritium recovery system should greatly reduce this sniission. The amount of 
tritium released during the past six months has been B» follows: 

Month B Building Stock West Stack 

July 4,236 Curies 5,656 
August 4,386 Curies 2,447 
September 3,829 Gtries 5,119 
October 5,216 Curies 5,643 
NovMl>er 3,243 Curies 7,407 
December 2,295 Curies 24,316 
January 2,606 Curies 20,3<44 

fhorlwB ;̂Sj|ori!e5̂ ^ continues to be handled as in the past . However, mtthority and 
funds have nxm been obtained for construction of a Butler Building in which to 
keep this material. Concrete bins wil l be constructed in the Intilding to 
eliminate the need for periodic re-drtaoisixi® as required in the past . This wil l 
o«! very wortiwhile frem a health protapftjUadStaadpolnt. 

(contiimi MMB 
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In general the health protection program at Hound Laboratory is adequate and 
conforms to AEC requirements. It is recognized that the radiation hazard 
potentials for processing larje quantities of plutoni^B-238. polonium-210 and 
tritium, are all high. An exceptionally good health physics program aust be 
maintained to assure radiation control. Personnel exposure control and 
contamination control have been effective with few exceptions and imr~ovenent8 
continue to be made in procedures and instrumentation. The new tritium 
recovery system is on example of such an Improvement. 

Additional facilities for processing radioactive wastes are being planned. This 
planning should be continued and adequate waste disposal facilities must be 
ready if aad when increased production mekes the present facilities inadequate. 
Proper disposal of radioactive wastes is a basic requirement. 

The industrial medical program is adequate and conforms to the requirements of 
AEC Manual Chapter 0528. Industrial hygiene activities have been satisfactory 
and it is believed that the additional safety engineer who is now being employed 
will strengthen this program. 

mcownendations 

None. 

DISTRIBUTION: 
1&2/3A - W. B. Creaoer, Area Manager, Vtayton Area Office 
3/3A - Vincent C. Vespe, Director, Operational Safety Division, AIO 
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